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WHAT’S IN THE BOX

PRODUCT DIAGRAM

Thank you for purchasing the 
ReVIVE Series™  Solar ReStore™ XL Add-On Panel

Double your solar charging power with this add-on 280mA panel 
made to work with the Solar ReStore XL+ and all compatible ReVIVE 
products.  Just clip the Solar ReStore XL Add-on Panel onto your 
compatible ReVIVE product, place it in the sun and let the power fl ow.

Solar ReStore XL Add-On Panel

Detachable solar panel Spring loaded hinges LED indicator



OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

Solar Charging

Attach the Solar ReStore XL Add-On Panel on your compatible 
ReVIVE product.

Place the compatible ReVIVE product and the Solar ReStore XL 
Add-On panel in direct sunlight to begin charging.  The LED 
indicator on the Solar ReStore XL Add-On Panel will glow red.  

Checking the compatible ReVIVE product and Add-On 
panel connection :
Verify that the compatible ReVIVE product and detachable solar 
panel are properly connected: 

Place in direct sunlight. 

Capacity indicator lights will fl ash and the LED indicator will 
glow red.

Press the Connection test button on the panel link.  The 
capacity indicator lights will stop fl ashing and the LED indicator 
on the panel link will turn off .  

*You can also refer to the instruction label on the panel link.



TIPS

If the Solar ReStore XL Add-On Panel is not charging your compat-
ible ReVIVE product then test the connection. 

To check connection, line up and press the spring hinges on the 
panel link to the compatible ReVIVE product.

Please use this product only in the way described in this manual.



PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

Solar Charging: 280mA solar charging
Detachable Solar Panel Dimensions: 5.3 x 3.7 x 0.3 (13.5 x 9.4 x .8 cm)
Weight: 3.80 oz (107.7 g)



For more on this product
+ tips and tricks please visit 
AccessoryPower.com/videos
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